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WRITE ALL THE ANSWERS ON THE ANSWER SHEET. 

I. 
1–8 

 

Match the definitions with the specialist terms by choosing from the box. 
You will not need two of the words. 

A) fortified wine,  B) holiday resort,  C) junior suite,  D) inbound tourism,  
E) high season,  F) half board,  G) brandy,  H) twin room,  I) venue,  J) destination 

 1. an alcoholic beverage to which additional alcohol has been added 

 2. a hotel room with two single beds  

 3. accommodation including breakfast and one more main meal 

 4. the place to which someone or something is going or being sent 

 5. international tourists entering a country  

 6. a place or area where people travel for recreational purposes 

 7. the most popular time to travel to a place or to stay there  

 8. a place where an event, such as a concert, a sports event or conference takes place. 

II. 
9–15 

 

Choose the best alternative. 

If you want a hotel room to yourself, you usually have to pay a single supplement, a 
premium on the basic ‘per person’ package price. In this year’s summer brochures, 
………(9) go up to £25 or more for one-person use of a twin or double room. 

Tour operators say they are ………(10) charges made by hotels who stand to lose not just 
on room rates where one person is taking the space for two, but also on dining and drinks 
bills. ………(11), there are ways to secure a room for one without paying over the odds. 

Travelling ………(12) is one answer, but there’s no need to compromise on weather. 
June, late August and September are among the best months in the Mediterranean. To 
encourage bookings at these times, some operators, run special ………(13) Hotel 
specialist Classic for example, is currently offering ‘single savers’ at a selection of hotels 
with no single supplements for stays until mid-June. 

This also ………(14) holidays offered by the over-50s specialist, which has a number of 
specific departure dates to countries such as Malta, Madeira, Spain and Italy when 
rooms are reserved for single occupancy with no additional supplement. 

You may also consider alternatives to hotels. Friendship Travel has supplement free cruises 
this summer, including a seven-night ‘Secret Turkey’ itinerary on the five-star, 
170-………(15) Star Flyer, departing weekly from Rhodes between July 17 and August 14.  

 9. A) per-night supplements B) nightly extras C) solo supplements D) solo rates 

 10. A) passing on B) tossing C) working out D) forwarding 

 11. A) Despite B) However C) Although D) But 

 12. A) off peak B) out of peak C) out-season D) no-season 

 13. A) marketing B) actions C) offerings D) promotions 

 14. A) refers to B) suits to C) applies to D) involves 

 15. A) cabined B) berth C) bedded D) berths 



III. 
16–20 

 

Complete each sentence with the correct form of the word in capital letters. 

 16. SUCCESS Unfortunately, our attempts to increase the company’s turnover have 
been ……… so far. 

 17. SUIT We need to find a ……… solution to our guests’ problems. 

 18. ATTRACT The area is full of ………: there are some old castles, a beautiful 
valley and a waterfall. 

 19. DAY You can read the ……. papers in the hotel lounge. 

 20. INTERVIEW The ……… asked the applicant to speak about her previous work 
experience. 

IV. 
21–25 

 

Use the correct form of the verbs in brackets in the following sentences. 

 21. The price of energy ……… (rise) by more than 15 percent last year. 

 22. For his fear of flight, John tries to avoid ……… (fly) whenever he can. 

 23. It ……… (grow) dark, we should go back to the camp. 

 24. Let me ……… (inform) you about the details of our conference.  

 25. There was an accident in the factory and two workers ……… (injure). 

V. 
26–30 

 

Rewrite the following sentences. The beginning of each sentence is given for 
you. 

 26. If you don’t repay your debts, I will take legal steps. 
Unless ……… I will take legal steps. 

 27. My secretary is planning to leave. Perhaps I’m not treating her well.  
I think I ……… treat her better.  

 28. People used to write letters by hand. 
Letters ……… by hand. 

 29. Why didn’t you book the Presidential suite? 
He asked me ……… the Presidential suite. 

 30. The restaurant started operating twenty years ago. 
The restaurant ……… for twenty years. 

VI. 
31–35 

 

Choose the best alternative. 

 31. The country’s economy is expected ……… over the next few years. 
A) expanding B) to expand C) expansion D) to expanding 

 32. After opening the package, we noticed that the goods ……… . 
A) damaged B) damage C) had been damaged D) had damaged 

 33. Who is in charge ……… the Scandinavian market? 
A) with B) of C) for D) about 

 34. Our sales fell ……… 6 % last month.  
A) by B) to C) at D) with 

 35. Would you mind ……… me your pen for a moment? 
A) to lend B) lending C) if you lend D) if I lent 



 

VII. 
36–40 

 

Fill the gaps in the following sentences with a linking word or expression 
from the box. You will not need two of the expressions. 

despite,  according to,  even if,  in addition,  as a result,  contrary to,  as 

 36. Waiters must be very polite to customers ……… they are very angry.  

 37. The receptionist apologized ……… the fact that it wasn’t his fault.  

 38. She has wide-range of experience in sales. ………, she speaks four languages fluently.  

 39. ……… of the strong competition we are forced to reduce our prices. 

 40. ……… a recent report, sales have decreased significantly in the last three months.  

 

 

 

1. A – fortified wine 21. rose /was risen 

2. H – twin room 22. flying 

3. F – half board 23. 
is growing/ seems to be …/ is going 
to / will be growing / will grow / 
has grown 

4. J – destination 24. inform 

5. D – inbound tourism 25. 
were injured/ have been injured/ 
got injured 

6. B – holiday resort 26. 
you repay/pay/pay back (your 
debts) 

7. E – high season 27. 
should/ought to/could (not)/have 
to/ must/had better/may/need to/ 
will / would like to 

8. I – venue 28. used to be/ had been/ were written 

9. A – per-night supplement 29. why I hadn’t booked 

10. A – passing on 30. 
has been operating/ has (been) 
operated/ has been in operation 

11. B – However 31. B – to expand 

12. A – off-peak 32. C – had been damaged 

13. D – promotions 33. B – of 

14. C – applies to 34. A – by 

15. B – berth 35. B – lending 

16. unsuccessful 36. even if  

17. suitable 37. despite 

18. attractions 38. in addition 

19. daily 39. as a result 

20. interviewer 40. according to 

 


